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Early  Stethoscopes 
Early  Stethoscopes 
 
Four photos of early stethoscopes from Medical Antiques Online removed due to copyright restrictions. 
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http://www.antiquemed.com/


 Stethoscope  Anatomy 
 

Image by MIT OpenCourseWare. 
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Littmann  Cardiology  Stethoscope  
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Courtesy of Science by Email, produced by CSIRO in partnership with mecu 
and the Department of Agriculture Fisheries and Forestry Used with permission.. 

http://www.csiro.au/helix/sciencemail/activities/Stethoscope.html 
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http://www.csiro.au/services/Science-By-Email-Main.html
http://www.mecu.com.au/
http://www.daff.gov.au/


 

 
 

Later…can  do signal processing  on  the
 
sound fd for  auttomatted di  d disease  ddettecti  tion 
 

Images of lung sounds data removed due to copyright restrictions. See Hadjileontiadis, Leontios J. Lung Sounds: 

An Advanced Signal Processing Perspective. San Rafael, CA: Morgan & Claypool, 2009. ISBN: 9781598297102.  

Lung Sounds: An Advanced Signal Processing Perspective 
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Key Things to Think AboutKey Things to Think About 
•	 What  type  of  plastic  will  the  diapraghm  be  made  of?  (Overhead  

transparency,  old  plastic  packaging)  

•	 How  to  attach  the  diapraghm  to  the  funnel  or  rest  of  the  chestpiece? 
 

•	 How to attach stethoscoppe to mic?  

•	 Is  the  sound  being  amplified  (large  surface  to  small  hole)?  
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CHEST  PIECE  SIZE  

If the chest piece is too large, it looses contact with the body surface, because the latter is curved outward in 

configuration In this case sounds are not only picked up inefficiently but sounds are actually lost through the configuration. In this case, sounds are not only picked up inefficiently but sounds are actually lost through the 

openings between the chest piece and the body surface. Currently the chest piece of a stethoscope is almost 

uniformly between 45 and 50 mm in diameter irrespective of manufacturers. 

CHEST  PIECE  MATERIALCHEST  PIECE  MATERIAL  

The material comprising the chest piece plays an important role in efficiency of picking up sounds. Sounds 

propagate within the air or materials, and eventually disappear as they are converted into thermal energy. 

The fact is, sounds are not attenuated within heavy metals, while they are easily attenuated within light 

metals and pplastics. It is our ppolicyy to use stainless steel and titanium for the chest ppiece  of  stethoscoppes 

priced high, and to use aluminum and plastics for those priced low. 
TUBING  

The binaural tubing is also important in terms of efficiency of the stethoscope. The larger its internal diameter 

is, the shorter and the thicker walled it is, the better the efficiency of a stethoscope is. 

EAR  PIECE  

It  is  more  important  to  make  a  good fit of the ear pieces with your ears. When the fitting is bad, auscultatory 

sounds leak out, and at the same time ambient noises come in, making diagnostic auscultation difficult. As to 

the component material of the ear piece, hard materials are superior to soft materials because the latter 

absorb  and  attenuate auscultatory sounds. 

http://www.asahiͲnet.or.jp/~ig2sͲkzm/allabout.html
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Stethoscopes rely on airtight  seals  to  transmit  sound.  

Stainless steel is  the  best,  zinc  alloys  and  aluminum  are  also  used..  
Removable nonͲchill  rims  are  standard.  

Diaphragm should  be  made  from  high  quality  PE  compound  film, a  

resin  with  high  flexibility,  and  high  fidelity  with  minimal susceptibility 

to  deforming  and  aging  Typical  sizes  are  35mm  for  adult  use  25mm  for to  deforming  and  aging. Typical  sizes  are  35mm  for  adult  use, 25mm  for 

pediatric  use,  and  45mm  for  cardiology.  

Short vs.  long tubing  only  makes  small  detectable  difference  in  

acoustical  performance.  Longer  tubes  drapes  better  around  the  neck,  

give  more freedom when working with patients, and may  reduce  stress  

on  the  lower  back  while  examining  supine  patients.  

Tubes are  made  in  a  single  dip  molding  process  with  

PVC(polyvinylchloride) . Thin tubes can cause distortion, cause loss in 

the  signal,  and  can  pick  up  external  noises.  The  single  tube  splits  into  

ttwo  separatte  tt bubes at tht the  ear  piiece.. 

http://reviews.ebay.com/StethoscopeͲBasicsͲWhatͲmakesͲaͲGoodͲStethoscope_W0QQugidZ10000000004429816 
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Photos and designs by Katherine Kuan. 
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Assignment 
Assignment 
 

1. 	 Make a device that can amplify (without electronics)
 

h  t d l  d f  di  ll  h 
heart  and lung sounds  for recording on a cell phone 

2.	 Email recording to yourself, or use USB cord to 

transfer it to the computertransfer it to the computer 

3.	 Convert to WAV format using 
http://download.cnet.com/PeonySoftͲWAVͲ  

Converter//3000Ͳ2140_4Ͳ10911514.html 

4.	 Look at its waveform in MATLAB 

y = wavread(‘hd(‘hellllo.wav’)’);  

plot(y) 

55.	 Can you see the heart beats or breaths? (May be hard
Can you see the heart beats or breaths? (May be hard 

to tell without further signal processing) 
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http://download.cnet.com/PeonySoft-WAV-Converter/3000-2140_4-10911514.html
http://download.cnet.com/PeonySoft-WAV-Converter/3000-2140_4-10911514.html


  Testing Your Device
Testing Your Device
 
Check  that  the  heartbeats/breaths  are  audible  

from  someone  listening  on  the  computer  (full  

volume,  with  headphones)  

Heart  sounds:  Try  the  pulmonary  Lung  Sounds:  Try  the  trachea  (over  

and mitral locations the  front of the  throat)  and  the 6 

locations on the back of the chestlocations on the back of the chest 

Courtesy of Arcot Chandrasekhar. Used with permission. 
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ResourcesResources  

• LowͲCost  Technologies  in  Rural  Areas  

http://www.healthwrights.org/books/HHWL/HHWLchapt16.pdf  
• Make  a  Homemade  Stethoscope  

http://www.csiro.au/helix/sciencemail/activities/Stethoscope.html  

• What  Makes  a  Good  Stethoscope  

http://reviews.ebay.com/StethoscopeͲBasicsͲWhatͲmakesͲaͲGoodͲ  

Stethoscope_W0QQugidZ10000000004429816 
•All  about  Stethoscopes  

http://www.asahiͲnet.or.jp/~ig2sͲkzm/allabout.html  
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http://www.asahi-net.or.jp/~ig2s-kzm/allabout.html
http://reviews.ebay.com/Stethoscope-Basics-What-makes-a-Good-Stethoscope_W0QQugidZ10000000004429816
http://reviews.ebay.com/Stethoscope-Basics-What-makes-a-Good-Stethoscope_W0QQugidZ10000000004429816
http://www.csiro.au/helix/sciencemail/activities/Stethoscope.html
http://www.healthwrights.org/books/HHWL/HHWLchapt16.pdf


 
 

Some Patents (Many  more found
 
onlline)) 
 

http://www.freepatentsonline.com/20060283656.pdf  

http://www.freepatentsonline.com/6378648.pdf  

http://www.freepatentsonline.com/4239089.pdf  

http://www  freepatentsonline  com/3109508  pdfhttp://www.freepatentsonline.com/3109508.pdf  
http://www.patentstorm.us/patents/pdfs/patent_id/4458778.html  
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http://www.patentstorm.us/patents/4458778/fulltext.html
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